Display terminals are tending to supplant typewriter terminals as the interactive computing terminal of choice. To many interactive users, display terminals offer special features that increase productivity, especially for programmers. Part of the increased productivity comes from the display terminal itself (e.g., the capability of on-screen editing). To take full advantage of display terminals, however, the time-sharing system must provide support of a very different sort than that needed for typewriter terminals.
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Most time-sharing systems are line oriented because they have been designed to be accessed from typewriter terminals. In a lineoriented system, the user accomplishes work by typing command statements one line at a time on a keyboard. The system responds with one or more lines of messages or other output. Thus a terminal session is a conversation between the user and the system, and is recorded on the typewriter terminal sheet, which serves as a hard copy record. If a user wants to review a command or output from earlier in a session, he merely looks back on the terminal sheet.
Although display terminals offer many advantages over typewriters, such as high-speed data display and quietness of opera- is not a practical alternative. For this reason, the session manager provides display support to these line-oriented commands and programs in a transparent manner.
It was also intended that the session manager functionally enhance TSO by fully utilizing the facilities of the 3270 display terminal. Thus, a user would perceive an enhanced TSO that makes full use of the 3270 display terminal, through the following control features: 0 User-entered commands and other TSO inputs are highlighted, whereas system outputs are of normal intensity. The bright and normal intensities distinguish the two sides of the interactive conversation. When a session journal is copied to a system printer, the highlighted lines are overprinted to appear darker.
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The TSO command or program that is currently executing is similarly highlighted in the input-only journal. This is to enable the user to keep track of the currently executing command if he has typed in several commands at a time.
An audible alarm indicates errors in session manager commands or messages from other TSO users or background job.
The program function keys of the 3270 may be defined as TSO input or session manager commands.
The session manager provides session-wide system-level support. The session manager display support is available to the TSO user from log-on to log-off. All line-oriented TSO commands and modes, including EDIT, EDIT Input Mode, and TEST are covered together with any programs that are running under TSO. At the ' same time, the session manager allows the retaining of all capabilities the TSO user has on a typewriter terminal. The session manager provides the 3270 display user with the same kind of function provided to the typewriter user, such as an unlocked keyboard and full-width nonwrapping output review of an entire TSO session.
Some TSO commands and programs are written to run specifically on the 3270 display terminal. The session manager is designed to coexist with these full-screen programs. The Structured Programming Facility-a TSO program product-is an example of such a command in which the session manager steps aside when these display-oriented programs are executing. Thus full-screen programs are not affected by the presence of the session manager on the system.
As a final design objective, the session manager should give the TSO user control of the display terminal. The session manager command language should allow the TSO user to dynamically redefine part or all of his display environment at any time during a TSO session. None of the features of the display terminal (certain lines on the screen, certain program function keys, etc.) is to be reserved for use by the session manager. Thus, the TSO user can tailor the operation of the terminal to his personal needs and tastes, which may change from day to day or even during a single session.
System concepts streams
The session manager incorporates several new concepts for the time-sharing user, which, together with some operational characteristics of the session manager, are described now. Views of the TSO userhystem data flow with and without the session manager are shown in Figure 1 . TSO receives its input from the terminal keyboard and sends its output to the 3270 display screen. With the session manager, TSO receives its input from and places its output in session manager streams. These streams reside in virtual storage in the TSO user's address space. A stream can be thought of as a "virtual sheet of paper" that can be read from and written upon. TSOIN This stream serves as the input source for TSO (commands, input data to application programs, etc.). Any data placed in this stream are read by TSO as though they had been typed at the terminal keyboard.
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TSOOUT Any output from TSO (READY prompts, messages, commands, or application output, etc.) is placed in this stream, as though it were the paper of a typewriter terminal. In addition, user input to TSO (copied from the TSOIN stream) is placed here to give a complete record of the terminal session. Thus, the TSOOUT stream looks identical to the terminal sheet produced by a TSO user at a typewriter terminal. SMIN This stream is used by the session manager in the same manner as the TSOIN stream is used by TSO. Any data placed here are interpreted as session manager commands. The TSOOUT stream, as just described, contains a complete journal of the user's session. There is a command called SMCOPY. The SMCOPY TSO command processor allows the user to print on a system printer or copy to a data set all or part of any stream. In addition, this command can copy data sets into streams. The hard copy facility is especially useful in documenting program execution errors and program testing sessions under the TSO interactive debugging programs.
As session manager streams can be thought of as virtual sheets of paper, so session manager windows can be thought of as "virtual window panes" through which data in the stream can be viewed. The windows the user defines on the display screen are viewports on the data created and manipulated during a TSO session. Conceptually, the user may define as many windows as fit on the screen of the display. Each window is associated with a stream. Figure 2 shows a sample screen composed of four windows, each one for viewing a different stream. Note that two windows (C and D) view stream TSOOUT and that no window views stream SMOUT. There are no restrictions on the number of windows that may view a particular stream or whether a particular stream is viewed by a window. The presence of a window on a stream does not affect the data flow to and from that stream.
The process of moving a window over a stream is called scrolling. Each window may be moved left or right over the stream it is viewing, backward (up) toward the top of the stream, and forward (down) toward the bottom of the stream. scroll back to view previous output, redefine the screen layout or program function keys, etc., while waiting for TSO commands to execute.
System software restrictions prevent the session manager from updating the display screen while the keyboard is unlocked. In an attempt to overcome this, the session manager provides a timer that controls the unlocking of the keyboard. By setting the timer to a value of ten seconds or so, it is possible to strike a workable compromise between an unlocked keyboard and an up-to-date screen. Many TSO commands can execute within ten seconds and have their output displayed.
At the same time, longer running commands do not lock up the keyboard.
The 3270 display terminal offers as a feature a keyboard with twelve program function keys. For those terminals, the session manager allows the user to define each key as a character string that is to be sent to a specified stream by the action of the key. For example, a given program function key might be defined as the TSO command LISTCAT to be sent to the TSOIN stream. By the action of that key, LISTCAT is sent to the specified stream, where it is interpreted as a TSO command, and subsequently executed by TSO, just as though it had been entered from the keyboard. In a similar manner, program function keys can be defined as session manager commands. This is done in the default session manager screen layout. The program function keys issue scrolling commands, for example.
Optionally, symbolic arguments can be specified in program function key definitions. These arguments are then replaced by data from the screen when a key is pressed. For example, a certain program function key could be specified as "change /&1/&2/" to be sent to the TSOIN stream. If the user then types abc xyz and presses that key, the following EDIT subcommand is executed:
CHANGE /abc/xyz/ All the facilities of the session manager are made available to the TSO user through the session manager command language, which gives the user complete control over the terminal. Actions possible under the TSO session manager range from scrolling a window to redefining the entire screen layout.
To aid in the dynamic redefinition of the display terminal environment, the session manager provides push-down stacks (last-infirst-out) where various portions of the current display environment may be pushed and later popped. For example, a user might push the existing program function key definitions onto a stack, The session manager maintains a device-independent display representation, termed the Display Description Buffer (DDB). The DDB contains sufficient information to partially or completely regenerate the display screen image when required. The device-independent routines of the session manager manipulate this data structure.
On input from the terminal, the input data are mapped into the DDB. On output to the terminal, the device output data string is generated from the internal representation in the DDB. The DDB describes the status of the display screen and the current environment as defined by the user and includes such things as the number of windows, program function key definitions, and cursor Movement of data into the streams and the execution of session manager commands cause the DDB to be updated. During an output operation, the session manager module WRITE3270 translates display requirements from the internal form stored in the DDB to 3270 device protocol. Figure 6 illustrates this translation. The data string generated is written to the 3270 display, thereby causing the screen to reflect the internal representation in the DDB.
The session manager routines perform the program loop illustrated in Figure 7 . At the top of the loop, there is a wait for input from the display terminal. When the user presses the ENTER key and the data are transmitted to the system, module READ3270 is I called to map the input into the DDB/WINBLOCK structure.
Module UPDATESTREAM is then called to distribute the data to the proper streams. Module COMMANDS is called to execute any pending session manager commands that may have been queued called to bring the display representation up to date. The changes reflected have been caused by the previous session manager command execution, new data in a given stream as viewed by a window, or by the automatic movement of a window over the stream it is viewing. Module WRITE3270 is called to output the new screen image (via the TPUT SVC with the FULLSCREEN option).
from the previous UPDATESTREAM call. Module UPDATEDDB is
The session manager routines just described are designed to execute under both the session manager and TSO tasks. They receive control under the TSO task each time a TGET or TPUT is issued and intercepted. The simulation of the TGETKPUT is also performed at this time by directing the necessary data to/from the session manager streams. The existence of the session manager task that is running in parallel with the TSO task provides for data entry and display while TSO commands are being processed.
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Experience and concluding remarks
The TSO session manager is based on an experimental display facility designed for the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights, New York, where a substantial amount of experience has been gained by using the experimental system. Measurements were made by executing a number of typical TSO scripted sessions with and without the session manager. Results have shown that resource consumption in terms of MVS service units necessary to perform a script is slightly less when the session manager is active. In addition, a given script can be performed in an average of thirty percent less elapsed time. The session manager does not cause any additional resource consumption and it avoids calls to the terminal access method because multiple lines of output are written as a single screen write operation. Without the session manager, the TSO address space is swapped on each input request. The session manager allows the user to enter multiple input lines at a time, thus avoiding swaps, and a user can consume more resources per minute because he can be more productive than can a TSO user without the session manager. Typically, a session manager user has a larger paging demand due to the additional code, control blocks, and streams of the session manager. Although the working set is only slightly larger, the total virtual storage requirement is significantly larger, because the session manager streams reside in virtual storage. TSOOUT is typically the largest stream because it has been defined as 200 K bytes in the experimental system. As illustrated in Figure 8 , the user has written a TSO CLIST that redefines the default session manager screen layout. The CLIST consists of a number of SMPUT commands that place session manager commands that are needed to create the personalized screen layout in the SMIN stream. (Refer to the previously given description of the sMPUT TSO command in this paper.) Here the user has allocated most of the screen to a window for viewing the TSOOUT stream (which contains the complete TSO session journal), and has placed this window at the top of the screen. Two other windows at the screen bottom are used to view the TSOIN stream (which contains all TSO commands) and the sMIN. stream (which contains all session manager commands). Program function keys have been defined to'issue session manager scrollingcommands.
In Figure 9 is shown an example of the use of the session manager for correcting errors in a PL/I program. Here, a PL/I compiler listing is viewed in the upper part of the screen simultaneously with a TSO EDIT session in the central portion of the screen. The user has written a TSO CLIST that does the following things: While one is editing the PL/I source program, the compiler output that contains the error messages and source listing is readily available for review via session manager scrolling commands. The need to copy information from the screen with pencil and paper has been eliminated, and the need to print the listing at a system or local printer has also been greatly reduced. The user scrolls through the listing, using TSO EDIT to correct errors in the source data set as required. Corrections appear in the input window at the bottom of the screen. After editing has been completed, the screen returns to its original format via the session manager RESTORE command (described earlier in this paper).
The improving of programmer productivity was the principal design goal of the experiment that resulted in the session manager. Through direct measurements and informal surveys we have found that the session manager h.as contributed greatly to increased user productivity on TSO. As another objective, the session manager experiment was also designed to explore display support for a range of TSO users, from scientists to system programmers. This objective has also been shown to have been met through the wide acceptance of the system. TSO LIST command.
windows.that show TSOOUT stream.
